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Abstract
A newly developed plasma response model, combining the nonlinear two-fluid MHD code TM1 and toroidal MHD code
GPEC run in ideal mode, quantitatively predicts the narrow isolated q95 windows (Δq95~0.1) of ELM suppression by n
= 1, 2 and 3 resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) in both DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks across a wide range of
plasma parameters. The key physics that unites both experimental observations and our simulations is the close
alignment of essential resonant q-surfaces and the location of the top of the pedestal prior to an ELM. This alignment
permits an applied RMP to produce field penetration due to the lower E×B rotation at the pedestal top rather than being
screened. The model successfully predicts that narrow magnetic islands form when resonant field penetration occurs at
the top of pedestal, and these islands are easily screened when q95 moves off resonance, leading to very narrow windows
of ELM suppression (typically Δq95~0.1). Furthermore, the observed reduction in the pedestal height is also well
captured by the calculated classical collisional transport across the island. We recover observed q95, βN and plasma shape
dependence of ELM suppression due to the effect of magnetic islands on pedestal transport and Peeling-BallooningMode (PBM) stability. Importantly, experiments do occasionally observe wide windows of ELM suppression (Δq95>0.5).
Our model reveals that at low pedestal-top density multiple islands open, leading to wide operational windows of ELM
suppression consistent with experiment. The model indicates that wide q95 windows of ELM suppression can be achieved
at substantially higher pedestal pressure with less confinement degradation in DIII-D by operating at higher toroidal
mode number (n = 4) RMPs. This can have significant implications for the operation of the ITER ELM control coils for
maintaining high confinement together with ELM suppression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective control of the edge-localized modes (ELMs) is
an essential issue for the operation of fusion devices such as
ITER.1,2 One method to control ELMs is with the use of
resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs),3 which has been
widely applied in tokamaks worldwide.4–11 The successful full
suppression of ELMs in DIII-D3–5 led to the adoption of invessel ELM control coils for ITER,2 and the subsequent
success of ELM suppression on multiple devices10–17 has
increased the confidence to suppress ELMs in ITER. Recent
work from DIII-D and elsewhere finds the constraints of
access conditions for full ELM suppression by RMPs,
including density, rotation, edge safety factor and plasma
shape etc.16,17 The mechanism determining these constraints
needs to be addressed to strengthen the physics basis for
predicting robust ELM suppression in ITER.

One common characteristic (or constraint) of ELM
suppression by RMPs is the existence of well-separated
narrow q95 windows (Δq95 ≈ 0.1),5 where q95 is the magnetic
safety factor at 95% of the normalized poloidal magnetic flux.
Full ELMs suppression is observed only at specific q95
(q95~m/n) by RMPs with n = 2 and 3 in DIII-D,5,14,17,18 n =1
and 2 in KSTAR,15,19–22 n = 2 in ASDEX-Upgrade (AUG),16
and n = 1, 2 and 3 in EAST.11,23,24 Here, m and n are the
poloidal and toroidal mode number. Experiments in AUG16,25
and DIII-D17 find that the change in the plasma shape requires
a shift in the q95 to achieve ELM suppression. To operate at
the narrow q95 windows of ELM suppression, a specific ratio
of toroidal field and plasma current is required (q95~Bt/Ip).
Consequently, these narrow q95 windows lead to stringent
conditions for ELM suppression and limitations on the
operating flexibility. If only narrow q95 windows of ELM
suppression can be achieved, then the ability to explore
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data using nonlinear two-fluid MHD modeling.42 In our
present work we extend the study to new DIII-D conditions
and KSTAR to include the following: (1) RMP ELM
suppression with toroidal mode number n = 1, 2, 3 and 4. (2)
The dependence of the q95 ELM suppression windows on βN
and change in plasma shape in DIII-D, (3) strategies for
achieving wide q95 ELM suppression windows including
lowering the ELM suppression threshold or applying RMPs
with higher toroidal mode number. This paper is structured as
follows. First, in section II, a brief summary of the
experimental database of n = 2 and 3 RMPs ELM suppression
in the DIII-D tokamak, and n = 1 and 2 RMPs ELM
suppression in the KSTAR tokamak are described. In section
III.A, the nonlinear MHD model is introduced. Key features
of q95 ELM suppression windows by n = 3 RMP from our
recent paper42 is highlighted in section III.B. In section III.C,
the simulated q95 ELM suppression windows for n = 1, 2 and
3 are presented based on the DIII-D and KSTAR experiments.
Section III.D discusses the experimental observations and
MHD simulations of the effects of βN and plasma shape on q95
windows of ELM suppression. Section III.E discusses
expanding q95 windows of ELM suppression by lowering
plasma density or applying RMP with high toroidal model
number. A summary of results and discussion are given in
section IV.

burning plasma conditions in experimental rectors will be
limited.
Along with demonstration of RMP-ELM suppression in
tokamaks worldwide, the understanding of the underlying
physical mechanisms responsible for ELM suppression as
well as the q95 windows is also improving. The field line pitch
angle resonant formation of a stochastic magnetic edge layer
based on vacuum field calculation was proposed to interpret
these q95 windows.26–28,13,4,29–31 However, the highly nonlinear,
rapidly flowing and highly conducting plasma in the pedestal
are thought to effectively screen out resonant fields and
prevent the formation of stochasticity.27,32,33 While the kinkpeeling response is found to be important in density pump-out
and ELM suppression (MAST, 26,27,29ASDEX-U28,34 and DIIID13,35,36), penetration of the applied RMPs on edge rational
surfaces is a leading contender to explain the pedestal
bifurcation into the ELM-suppressed state.12,14,37 A paradigm,
assuming RMP-driven magnetic island at the pedestal top
stopped the buildup of the pedestal, was proposed based on
linear 2D stability model to explain the q95 windows of ELM
suppression.37 Based on DIII-D experiments and linear twofluid MHD modeling,14 it has been speculated that the reason
for the occurrence of q95 windows is the need for resonant
surfaces with magnetic islands to be at certain radial positions
near the pedestal top in order to prevent the expansion of the
H-mode edge gradient region towards destabilization of ELMs.
However, a resistive nonlinear two-fluid model incorporating
plasma transport is required to capture the plasma response to
RMP and unravel the q95 windows in the highly nonlinearly
pedestal.38
Recent nonlinear two-fluid MHD simulations have shown
that island formation at the top of the pedestal is quantitatively
consistent with the onset of ELM suppression, while island
formation at the foot of the pedestal is quantitatively
consistent with density pump-out due to the enhanced parallel
collisional transport across the islands.39,40 These studies
support the early hypothesis that magnetic islands at the
pedestal top could prevent the onset of ELMs by preventing
the expansion of the pedestal to an unstable width and hence
remain stable to peeling-ballooning-mode (PBM).37 The twofluid simulations well-captured the fast-timescale (~ms)
variations at the threshold of ELM suppression, including
nonlinear bifurcations of the plasma flow, together with
changes of the non-axisymmetric magnetic field structure
observed in DIII-D.12,13 In addition, the two-fluid model also
revealed the dependence of pedestal-top penetration threshold
on both density and rotation,40 which qualitatively explained
the access conditions of low density and high toroidal rotation
observed in AUG16 and DIII-D.17 Further, recent nonlinear
two-fluid analytical results also indicates the role of resonant
field penetration at the pedestal top during ELM
suppression.41 These consistencies between the two-fluid
MHD model and experiments enable quantitative
understanding and prediction for the q95 windows of ELM
suppression.
In a recent paper we showed that a quantitative description
of the q95 dependence of ELM suppression on pedestal-top
conditions is possible for DIII-D n = 3 RMP ELM suppression

II. BASIC EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Controlling ELM crashes has been broadly investigated in
both DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks using RMPs with different
toroidal mode numbers, and full ELM suppression can be
accessed only in specific q95 windows.
The low-collisionality DIII-D discharges presented here
are mainly configured in the ITER-similar-shape (ISS) with
upper triangularity Dup~0.3 and lower triangularity Dlow~0.7,
as shown by the blue poloidal flux surfaces in Fig. 1(a). The
major and minor radius are R = 1.7 m, a = 0.6 m, and the
aspect-ratio A = R/a = 2.83. The in-vessel coils,43 consisting
of an upper row (IU) and lower row (IL), are configured in
even-parity to generate either n = 2 or 3 RMPs with strong
resonant coupling to the edge of rational surfaces. Using these
n = 2 and 3 RMPs, ELMs control has been studied in ISS
discharges with varying plasma parameters, i.e. neutral beam
injected power ≈ 4-9 MW, normalized beta βN ≈ 1.4-2.5,
normalized electron pedestal collisionality 𝜈!∗ ≈ 0.1–0.5 and
edge safety factor q95 ≈ 3.1-4.5.
The KSTAR discharges presented here are configured at
higher triangularity than ISS with upper triangularity Dup~0.35
and lower triangularity Dlow~0.85, as shown by the poloidal
cross section of poloidal flux surfaces in Fig. 1(b). The major
and minor radius are R = 1.8 m, a = 0.5 m, and the aspect-ratio
A = R/a = 3.6. The in-vessel-control-coil (IVCC) system,44
consisting of top, middle and bottom rows as shown in Fig.
1(b), can be configured in +90 degree phasing45 to generate
either n = 1 or 2 RMPs with strong resonant coupling to the
edge of rational surfaces. Using these n = 1 and 2 RMPs,
KSTAR experiments have been devoted to control ELMs with
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varying plasma parameters, i.e., neutral beam injected power
≈ 2-4.5 MW, normalized beta βN ≈ 1.6-2.3, normalized
electron pedestal collisionality 𝜈!∗ ≈ 0.1–1 and edge safety
factor q95 ≈ 3.3-7.

and 6.1 as shown in Fig. 2(c). A majority of ELM suppression
discharges are achieved with q95 ~ 5.1, since locking of core
MHD modes and disruptions easily happen at lower q95 (q95 <
4) when using n = 1 RMPs.15,21 For n = 2 RMPs, ELM
suppression has been achieved for q95 ~ 3.3, 3.8, 4.3 and 4.8
as shown in Fig. 2(d).

FIG. 1. Cross-sections of plasma shapes used in this study for (a) DIIID tokamak with the location of upper I-coils (IU) and lower I-coils (IL),
and (b) KSTAR tokamak with the location of top, middle and bottom
in-vessel-control-coil (IVCC).

Fig. 2(a, b) shows the parameter space of complete ELM FIG. 2. Operating space of ELM suppression observed in (a,b) DIII-D
suppression versus q95 and pedestal density ne,ped observed in with n = 3 and 2 RMPs and (c, d) KSTAR with n = 1 and 2 RMPs
DIII-D using n = 3 and 2 RMPs, respectively. Here, each point represented by the controlling variables of density and q95 from
indicates a single shot with constant q95 and complete ELM magnetic equilibrium, and the error bar indicates the variation of q95
suppression sustained more than 200 ms, and q95 is from the and density during ELM suppression. Here, only ISS discharges are
magnetic equilibrium without bootstrap current effect. The included in the DIII-D results. The edge line-averaged density is used
plotted uncertainty in both q95 and ne,ped indicates their for the KSTAR database. Here, the blue stars indicate the density and
variation during ELM suppression. For n = 3 RMPs, ELM q95 of the target shots used in the TM1 simulations to predict the q95
suppression can be accessed for 3.1 < q95 <3.3, 3.4 < q95 < 3.65 windows and compare with these databases.
and 3.8 < q95 < 4.0 as shown in Fig. 2(a). A majority of ELM
suppression discharges are achieved with 3.4 < q95 < 3.65.
The observed q95 windows of ELM suppression in DIII-D
Locking of core MHD modes and H-L transitions often occur and KSTAR contain discharges from many years’
at lower q95 (q95 < 3.3) when controlling ELM using n = 3 experiments, and usually the choice of q95 is based on
RMPs. On the other hand, the applied RMP strength is empirical observations. In the following, nonlinear MHD
typically insufficient to suppress ELMs crash at higher q95 modeling results are presented and compared with
(q95 > 3.8). Fig. 2(a) also shows that the pedestal density is experimental results to quantitatively explain why there are
required to be lower than 3.5×1019 m-3 to achieve ELM narrow q95 windows of ELM suppression as observed in DIIIsuppression. This density threshold has been reported in both D and KSTAR. The blue stars in Fig. 2 indicate the density
ASDEX-U16 and DIII-D,17 and it is interpreted by the and q95 of the target shots used in TM1 simulations to predict
dependence of pedestal-top penetration threshold on density the q95 windows of ELM suppression. The validation of the
according to nonlinear MHD modeling.39,40 For n = 2 RMPs, MHD modeling also enables further prediction and
ELM suppression has been achieved for 3.5 < q95 < 3.7 and optimization of the access q95 of ELM suppression.
4.05 < q95 < 4.25 as shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus far, the density
threshold for n = 2 RMP ELM suppression has been ne,ped < III. UNDERSTANDING OF q95 WINDOWS FOR ELM
SUPPRESSION
3×1019 m-3.46
Fig. 2(c, d) shows the parameter space of complete ELM A. The MHD model
suppression versus q95 and edge density ne observed in
For our analysis, we use a suite of codes to minimize the
KSTAR using n = 1 and 2 RMPs, respectively. Here, each
differences
between the MHD model and experiment to obtain
point indicates a single shot with constant or varying q95 and
quantitative
predictions of magnetic island formation at the
complete ELM suppression. The uncertainty in both q95 and
top
of
pedestal
of the DIII-D and KSTAR discharges: (1) the
ne,ped indicates their variation during ELM suppression. For n
47
= 1 RMPs, ELM suppression can be accessed for q95 ~ 4.1, 5.1 OMFIT framework is used to consistently obtain the kinetic
EFIT equilibrium and profiles of electron density, temperature
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and E×B rotation frequency etc, based on experimental
measurements. (2) The TM1 magnetic boundary condition is
obtained from the toroidal ideal MHD plasma response
calculations using the GPEC.48 GPEC uses a kinetic
equilibrium before ELM suppression to calculate the total
(ideal plasma + vacuum field) response on the TM1 simulation
boundary at ψN = 1, resolved into poloidal harmonics δBm,n.
Here, the ideal plasma response is mainly the edge kink (edge
kink-peeling) response, which is thought to be important in
ELM suppression.13,34–36,49 (3) The TRANSP code50 is used to
infer the transport coefficients, including the momentum,
particle and thermal diffusivities, from the measured profiles
according to the calculations of power and particle balance.
They are derived to be about ~1 m2/s around the pedestal-top,
and ~0.1 m2/s in the steep gradient region. All three of these
three are used by the nonlinear two-fluid MHD code TM151–53
to simulate the possible magnetic island formation and the
associated transport.
TM1 is a nonlinear time-dependent two-fluid MHD code
with cylindrical geometry and circular cross-section. TM1
includes the nonlinear coupling of harmonics of each helicity,
and it solves the two-fluid MHD equations, including the
generalized Ohm’s law, the motion equation in the parallel and
perpendicular direction, the continuity equation and the
energy transport equation.40,51–53 Specifically, it solves the
motion equation by evaluating the torque balance between the
electromagnetic (J×B) torque due to the RMP and the plasma
viscosity in the motion equation (see details in the Appendix
of Ref. 40). Torque balance governs the bifurcation from
screening to penetration of resonant fields in the pedestal,
which is also sensitive to diamagnetic drifts through Ohm’s
law.54 The electron density and temperature are selfconsistently evaluated through the electron continuity
equation and the energy transport equation. Physically, RMP
enhances parallel collisional transport across the formed
magnetic island or screening current, leading to enhanced
particle and thermal transport across rational surfaces.53,55,56
The temperature dependent neoclassical resistivity is utilized
in the simulation to take into account the neoclassical effect in
the toroidal geometry. The enhanced collisional particle and
thermal transport are solved self-consistently with the
penetration and/or screening of resonant fields in the TM1
code. Dedicated numerical methods are utilized in TM1 to
reduce the numerical error associated with large values of the
magnetic Reynolds number S and χ||/χ⊥.57 In addition, the
radial grid size of 3200 is used to obtain high resolution
simulation in the pedestal.
In tokamak experiments the plasma rotation is essentially
toroidal, while in the TM1 model due to the large aspect ratio
approximation only the poloidal rotation is included, so that
an enhanced plasma viscosity (~100 times) for the m/n = 0/0
component is used in calculations. This value guarantees a
reasonable balance between the electromagnetic and viscous
force, based on the following considerations:58 (a) The
electromagnetic force in the toroidal direction is smaller by a
factor (n/m)(rs/R) than that in the poloidal direction, where rs
is the minor radius of the resonant surface. (b) To have the
same mode frequency due to the plasma rotation, the toroidal

rotation velocity should be (m/n) (R/rs) times larger than the
poloidal one. These two effects lead to a larger viscous force
compared to the electromagnetic force for the toroidal rotation
case by a factor [(m/n)(R/rs)]2, which is of the order of 102.
The cylindrical geometry utilized in the TM1 model is
different from the toroidal strongly shaped geometry in the
DIII-D and KSTAR experiments. The application of the full
toroidal GPEC code includes the effects of shape and
geometry in ideal plasma response,13 which minimizes the
discrepancy in the 3D magnetic boundary. Furthermore, in the
nonlinear modeling, the small and separate magnetic island in
the pedestal region causes a weak mode coupling effect arising
from toroidal geometry.40 Using experimental profiles and
parameters, the combination of TM1 and GPEC consistently
predicts the field penetration at the pedestal top and captures
the most ubiquitous attributes and trends in the plasma
response to RMPs in ELM suppression.40 In the following,
TM1 and GPEC are combined to predict magnetic island
formation at the pedestal-top and its effect on pedestal
pressure, which are correlated with the q95 windows of ELM
suppression.
It is well known that the turbulence level is observed to
increase following the application of RMPs59,60 and transition
to ELM suppression.12 More recently XGC simulations claim
that turbulence contributes to density pump-out,61,62 but the
simulations also show that the bulk of the pump-out arises
from neoclassical transport across edge magnetic islands,
which is consistent with the results from our nonlinear MHD
model. According to our studies in Ref. 40, we are confident
that the onset condition and parametric dependencies of ELM
suppression and density pump-out is accounted for by the
nonlinear MHD model without invoking turbulent transport.
We take no account of such turbulence effects in this paper on
transport, and we cannot say what role if any the ion-scale
turbulence plays in these experiments.
B. Unraveling the q95 windows of n = 3 RMP ELM
suppression
This section will highlight the characteristics of q95
windows for ELM suppression based on our previous work in
Ref. 42. The modeling workflow was used to examine DIII-D
ISS discharge with multiple q95 windows of ELM suppression
caused by n = 3 RMPs, as shown in Fig. 3. The plasma
parameters are as follows before applying RMPs: toroidal
field BT = −1.9 T, pedestal temperature Te,ped ≈ 1 keV, pedestal
density ne,ped ≈ 5.5´1019 m-3, beam power 7.3 MW, and neutral
beam torque 6.7 Nm in the co-Ip direction. The ramping up
plasma current from 1.3 MA to 1.65 MA results in q95 ramping
downward from 4.1 to 3 as shown in Fig. 3(a). n = 3 RMPs are
applied in even parity, and the constant coil current leads to
complete ELM suppression in the separate q95 windows of
3.46 < q95 < 3.57 (in tb time window) and 3.18 < q95 < 3.31 (in
tc time window) as indicated by the eliminated of Dα spikes in
the yellow bands of Fig. 3(b). There is a third window of
sparse ELMs (not fully suppressed) for 3.8 < q95 < 3.85 (in ta
time window). RMPs cause strong density pump-out and
confinement degradation, ne,ped decreased to 3.5×1019 m-3 (Fig.
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3(c)), Pe,ped decreased to 5.5 kPa (Fig. 3(d)). Both pedestal
density and pressure are further decreased during ELM
suppression as shown in the yellow bands of Fig. 3(c)-3(d). In
detail, the pedestal pressure is decreased more than 15%
during ELM suppression compared to the ELMing state. Fig.
3(d) also shows the EPED37 prediction of Pe,ped limited by
PBM stability (red curve). The EPED model calculates the
MHD stability limited height and width of the pedestal at each
q95 value based on measurements of plasma parameters such
as pedestal density, poloidal beta, shape, etc. The
experimentally measured Pe,ped is similar to the EPED
prediction except at the q95 windows of ELM suppression. It
should be pointed out that q95 from kinetic equilibrium is
higher than that of magnetic equilibrium by ~0.1. For
simplification, q95 from magnetic equilibrium is used hereafter
for both experiment and simulation except when explicitly
noted otherwise.

42) and prevent further expanding for the pedestal to be
unstable for PBMs (Fig. 3(a) in Ref. 42). Diagram in Fig. 4
summarize these features of Ref. 42. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a),
RMP with the same strength forms magnetic island (with the
width of DyN ≈ 0.016) at the pedestal-top for q profiles at tb1
and tb2, but it is shielded at tb3 profile as indicated by the
saturated magnetic island width for m/n = 10/3 in circles. Here,
the time slices tb1, tb2 and tb3 are around the first full ELM
suppression window tb marked in Fig. 3(a). The 10/3 magnetic
island at tb1 causes little reduction in the pedestal pressure
(compared to the initial profile in black dotted curve from the
experiment measurement before ELM suppression) because
of both the more flattening pressure profile and the too far in
rational surface compared to the location of the top of the
pedestal. The 10/3 magnetic island causes significant
reduction in the pedestal pressure at tb2, and it is consistent
with experimental measurement as shown in magenta dotted
curve in Fig. 4(a), although the flattening in the profile is not
measured due to the limited spatial resolution of the diagnostic.
Further comparison of pressure profile between TM1
simulation and experiment measurement are shown in Fig. 2(b)
in Ref. 42. Since the plasma flow frequency at the rational
surface is stronger at tb3 when the rational surface is too far out
to the steep gradient region of the pedestal. Our MHD
modeling in Ref. 42 confirmed the proposal working model
from EPED.37

FIG. 3. Evolution of operational q95 windows scanning towards ELM
suppression with constant RMPs coil current for discharge 145380,
in terms of (a) q95, (b) Dα signals and n = 3 I-coil current IRMP, (c)
pedestal density ne,ped, and (d) measured (blue) and EPED predicted
(red) pedestal pressure Pe,ped. The windows of ELM suppression are
shaded in yellow.

The TM1 simulations for shot 145380 are introduced in
detail in Figs. 2, 3 and 5 in Ref. 42. Here we briefly highlight
the key features, which are critical for what follows.
According to the simulations in Ref. 42, the q95 windows of
ELM suppression coincide with the localization of narrow
magnetic islands to the top of pedestal. In detail, it requires
both that: (i) the imposed RMP strength is sufficient to form
magnetic island at the pedestal top (Fig. 2 in Ref. 42), and (ii)
the rational surface of the island is in the proper radial location
to cause sufficient reduction in pedestal pressure (Fig. 2 in Ref.

FIG. 4. Alignment between the locations of magnetic island and
pedestal-top determines q95 windows of ELM suppression. Shown
are (a) TM1 simulation of RMP effect on electron pressure Pe and
the saturated island width (circles) for m/n = 10/3 at q profiles at tb1,
tb2 and tb3 with slightly different q95 (tb1, tb2 and tb3 marked in Fig.
3(a)), (b) q profiles around time windows of ta, tb and tc from Fig. 3(a)
for discharge 145380. Here, the experimental measured pressure
profile at tb2 is shown in magenta dotted in (a) for comparison.
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The alignment between the locations of magnetic island
and pedestal-top implies separate narrow q95 windows to
access ELM suppression (Fig. 2 and 5 in Ref. 42). Figure 4(b)
shows the profiles of q at the time windows of ta, tb to tc
marked in Fig. 3. To satisfy the pedestal-top alignment (in the
yellow band), it requires a specific region of q95 for each
resonant component, i.e. q95 ~11/3, 10/3, 9/3, etc as illustrated
in Fig. 4(b). It is reasonable to expect such narrow q95
windows of ELM suppression for each resonant component,
because of both the unaffected too far in magnetic island and
strong flow frequency at too far out rational surface. Figure 5
shows the simulated boundary of q95 windows of ELM
suppression for shot 145380 with 15% reduction in the
pedestal pressure versus Br and q95 in blue cures (details are
discussed in Fig. 5(a) in Ref. 42). Depending on the RMP
strength, the simulated q95 windows determined by 9/3 to 11/3
components are also qualitatively consistent with the DIII-D
ELM suppression database by n = 3 RMP in Fig. 1(a),
although there is larger scatter in this database. It should be
noted that the q95 windows are predicted based on the single
shot (145380), while ne,ped and βN vary a lot for the database
(Fig. 2(a)), which will lead to change in q95 windows as
indicated by the scattering database in Fig. 5 and it will be
further discussed in Sec. III.D.

The modeling workflow is also used to predict the q95
windows of ELM suppression for RMP with different toroidal
mode numbers in the DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks. Figure 6
shows the simulated q95 windows of ELM suppression by n =
2 RMP represented by the pedestal pressure reduction versus
q95 and RMP strength. The blue curves indicate the boundary
with 15% reduction in the pedestal pressure. The profiles and
plasma parameters are used from a low collisionality
discharge 158115 at 3.25 s, q95 ~ 4.1 (the details of which are
introduced in Ref. 40), and the q profile is shifted up and down
to scan q95 from 3.3 to 4.8 in the simulation. Three q95
windows of ELM suppression are predicted, which are around
q95 ~3.65, 4.15 and 4.65 determined by the m/n = 7/2, 8/2 and
9/2 resonant component RMPs. The n = 2 RMP ELM
suppression windows in Fig. 6 show the similar features of the
n = 3 windows shown in Fig. 5, but the distance between
neighboring q95 windows is Δq95 ~ 0.5 for n = 2 RMP. In the
DIII-D experiments, ELM suppression is observed with 3.5 <
q95 < 3.7 and 4.05 < q95 < 4.25 (overlaid in red circles) due to
the limited RMP strength, which is consistent with the
predicted q95 windows determined by the 7/2 and 8/2
component RMPs in Fig. 6. According to the simulations,
ELM suppression can be accessed with q95 ~ 3.15 determined
by the 6/2 component, though core locked modes are easily
triggered at such low q95. For the experimental database, it is
reasonable to observe a wider q95 window of 8/2 at lower
density, since the pedestal density is lower than that of the
target shot.

FIG. 5. Comparison between TM1 simulated boundary of q95
windows (blue curves) for discharge 145380 and DIII-D ELM
suppression database by n = 3 RMP (red circles) from Fig. 2(a).

Figure 5 reveals that: (1) the width of q95 windows is
sensitive to the applied RMP strength, relatively stronger
RMPs suppress ELMs in a wider q95 window for the same
resonant component. (2) The minimum threshold of RMP to
access ELM suppression increases with increasing poloidal
mode number (higher q95 as well). (3) Since the q95 windows
are determined by discrete resonant components, the distance
between neighboring q95 windows depends on the toroidal
mode number of applied RMPs ~1/n, which is about Δq95 ~
0.33 for n = 3 (Fig. 5). The many features of q95 ELM
suppression windows raise a number of important issues for
identifying which parameters affect the q95 windows, and
whether this MHD model-based understanding can be widely
validated from different devices. In the following, these issues
will be further discussed.

FIG. 6. TM1 simulated q95 windows of ELM suppression by n = 2 RMP
for discharge 158115 in DIII-D represented by the contour plot of
simulated relative reduction of pedestal pressure versus RMP
strength Br and q95. The experimentally observed q95 regions are also
overlaid by red circles versus q95 and ne,ped.

Armed with the consistent prediction of q95 windows of
ELM suppression for the DIII-D experiments, we proceed to
predict the q95 windows for the KSTAR experiment when
controlling ELMs by n = 1 and n = 2 RMPs. Figure 7 shows
two target shots with RMP ELM suppression, shot 18730
(blue curves) with n = 1 RMP and shot 18594 (red curves)
with n = 2 RMP, respectively. The triangularity of these two
shots (Fig. 1(b)) is a bit different than the ISS. q95 ~ 5 for shot
18730, and the n = 1 RMP causes full ELM suppression at t =
3.5 s as shown in Fig. 7(b). While for shot 18594, q95 ~ 3.8,

C. q95 windows at different toroidal mode numbers
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and the slowly ramping-up n = 2 RMP causes full ELM
suppression at t = 12 s as shown in Fig. 7(c). Both the applied
n = 1 and 2 RMPs cause obvious density pump-out as
indicated by the quick drop in the core line-averaged density
in Fig. 7(d). Kinetic equilibrium and profiles at t = 3.1 s and
6.45 s for shots 18730 and 18594 are used for the MHD model
to predict the q95 windows, respectively. The utilized E×B
rotation frequency includes contribution from both the
toroidal rotation and ion pressure gradient terms, while
ignoring the poloidal rotation term which is not measured.
According to neoclassical theory,63 the contribution of
poloidal rotation in the E×B rotation frequency may be similar
to the magnitude of ion diamagnetic drift. This treatment may
affect the predicted penetration threshold but will not
significantly change the region of q95 to access ELM
suppression. The profile of q is shifted up and down again to
scan the q95 windows.

m/n = 4/1, 5/1 and 6/1 component islands formation at the
pedestal top determine the ELM suppression windows at q95
around 4, 5 and 6. The q95 windows become wider when
increasing RMP strength, and the distance between
neighboring q95 windows is 1. This prediction is consistent
with KSTAR experiments, as indicated by the comparison
with its ELM suppression database in black circles, all these
three q95 windows have been observed in the experiment.
The MHD model also correctly predicts the q95 windows
for KSTAR n = 2 RMP ELM suppression as shown in Fig.
8(b). It shows the comparison between TM1 simulation based
on shot 18594 and KSTAR n = 2 ELM suppression database.
Six q95 windows determined by 6/2 to 11/2 component RMPs
are predicted, and four of them are observed in the KSTAR
experiments as indicated by the black circles, they are around
3.3, 3.8, 4.3 and 4.8. The scatter of the experimental database
is probably due to the variation in the plasma parameters, for
example the change in the pedestal density as shown in Fig.
2(d).

FIG. 7. ELM suppression by n = 1 RMPs at q95 = 5 (blue) and n = 2
RMPs at q95 = 3.8 (red) in the KSTAR tokamak. Shown are the time
evolution of (a) q95, (b) Dα signals and n = 1 RMP coil current, (c) Dα
signals and n = 2 RMP coil current, and (d) core density for shots
18730 (blue) with n = 1 RMPs and 18594 (red) with n = 2 RMPs.

FIG. 8. TM1 simulated q95 windows of ELM suppression by (a) n = 1
for discharge 18730 and (b) n = 2 RMP for discharge 18594 in KSTAR
represented by the contour plot of simulated relative reduction of
pedestal pressure versus RMP strength Br and q95. The magenta
dotted curves in (a) and (b) indicate the expected ELM suppression
boundary for the shot with the lowest density in the database. The
experimentally observed q95 regions are also overlaid by black
circles, and the errorbar indicates the variation of q95 and RMP coil
current during complete ELM suppression. Here, the edge density
of the target shots (18730 for n = 1, and 18594 for n = 2) is about
2.8×1019m-3, which is higher than that of most database shots.

Based on the plasma parameters of shot 18730 and the q95
windows of ELM suppression for n = 1 RMP are predicted as
shown in Fig. 8(a) represented by the pedestal pressure
reduction versus q95 and RMP coil current. Due to missing
pedestal profile measurements for some of the database, it is
impossible to obtain kinetic EFIT and GPEC calculation for
each discharge of the database. Here, the predicted RMP
strength Br is converted to RMP coil current utilizing the
calculation with GPEC for the target shot 18730. This
treatment enables direct comparison between TM1 prediction
and the database by using the RMP coil current instead of Br.
The criterion of 15% reduction in pedestal pressure is also
used, as indicated by the blue curves. It is predicted that the

The simulation results in Figs. 6 and 8 show agreement
with DIII-D and KSTAR ELM control database, though q95 is
scanned based on one single target shot. This agreement once
again reveals that the close alignment of key resonant qsurfaces and the location of the top of the pedestal prior to an
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D. βN and shape effects

ELM determines the q95 windows. This alignment permits an
applied RMP to produce field penetration and prevent pedestal
growth rather than being screened due to the lower E×B
rotation at the pedestal top. It should be noted that results in
Figs. 6 and 8 are each based on equilibrium and profiles of one
single shot, the q95 windows of ELM suppression will differ
slightly when the pedestal width is wider or narrower than that
of the target shots. The effect of pedestal width on q95
windows will be introduced in the next section.
It should be noted that the q95 windows are predicted based
on a single target shot for n = 1 (18730) and n = 2 (18594)
RMP, respectively. The edge density of the target shot is
higher than that of most database shots (Fig. 2(c, d)). When
the pedestal density is lower (higher) than the target shot (Fig.
2(c, d)), the required RMP coil current will be lower (higher)
than the predicted threshold.40,42 For example, for those set of
discharges with q95 ~ 6.2 in Fig. 8(a), the edge density is below
2×1019 m-3, which is below the density of the target shot
(3.3×1019 m-3 at t = 3.1 s in 18730) used in our analysis. From
Eq. (2) in Ref. 40, for the shot with the lowest density in the
database, we anticipate that the threshold RMP for ELM
suppression will be 35% lower compared to the target shots as
indicated by the magenta curves in Fig. 8(a, b). And the
scattering database shots for the q95 windows of 6/1, 7/2 and
8/2 are almost within that boundary.

The requirement of close alignment of pedestal-top
magnetic island formation indicates that the required q95 to
access ELM suppression is sensitive to pedestal width.
Experiments in DIII-D reveal βN dependent q95 windows for
ELM suppression by n = 3 RMP, as shown in Fig. 9. In the
experiments, q95 is ramped downward from 3.9 to 3.2, the
pedestal density is kept the same as shown in Fig. 9(b), while
βN is varied from 1.5 to 2 shot by shot as shown in Fig. 9(a).
The applied n = 3 RMP with the same coil current (5 kA) leads
to ELM suppression at different regions of q95, i.e. 3.59< q95
< 3.71 for shot 138344 with βN = 2.0 (Fig. 9(c)), 3.44< q95 <
3.61 for shot 138343 with βN = 1.7 (Fig. 9(d)), and 3.39< q95
< 3.51 for shot 138345 with βN = 1.5 (Fig. 9(e)). Obvious
reduction in the pedestal pressure is also observed during the
ELM suppression windows. There is a second q95 window of
ELM suppression with q95 < 3.3 for shots 138343 and 138345,
while H-mode confinement is terminated by a core locked
mode when q95 < 3.3 for shot 138344. Figure 9 reveals that the
access q95 for ELM suppression is mostly higher for higher βN,
which will be interpreted using the MHD model.

FIG. 10. Increasing βN, leads to stronger magnetic response and
wider pedestal, illustrated by (a) GPEC calculated Br for the 10/3
component, and (b) the experimental profile of electron pressure Pe
prior to ELM suppression at different βN.

Figure 10(a) shows the GPEC calculated RMP strength of
m/n = 10/3 resonant component at the plasma edge versus βN
using the kinetic equilibrium of these 3 shots just prior to ELM
suppression. The errorbar in the results indicates the
uncertainty due to slight variation in the equilibrium. Higher
βN leads to stronger plasma response, which is consistent with
previous observations in DIII-D.64–66 Stronger RMP is
favorable for ELM suppression according to the simulations
and scaling of pedestal-top penetration threshold.40 The
increasing βN also correlates with increases in the pedestal
width as shown in Fig. 10(b) represented by the electron
pressure prior to the ELM suppression window measured by
the Thomson scattering measurements.67 The location of the
top of the pedestal moves inward with the increasing pedestal
width, which requires higher q95 to satisfy the requirement of
the pedestal-top magnetic island alignment.

FIG. 9. Evolution of operational q95 windows scanning towards ELM
suppression with constant n = 3 RMPs coil current and density but
different βN, in terms of (a) βN, (b) pedestal density ne,ped, Dα signals
and n = 3 I-coil current for (c) shot 138344 (purple) with βN = 2.0, (d)
shot 138343 (red) with βN = 1.7 and (e) shot 138345 (blue) with βN =
1.5 versus q95. The windows of ELM suppression are shaded in
yellow.
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Simulations are performed to predict the q95 windows of
ELM suppression for these three shots, and Fig. 11 shows the
simulated boundary of 15% reduction in the pedestal pressure
for the q95 window determined by the 10/3 resonant
component. It shows that the q95 window shifts to higher q95
for higher βN. The minimum threshold of RMP strength to
access ELM suppression is stronger for higher βN due to inner
rational surface as well as lower resistivity, which increases
the penetration threshold.54 The shadowed regions indicate the
q95 windows of ELM suppression for the applied RMP in these
three shots, and the uncertainty of RMP strength is taken into
account. It is found that the simulated q95 windows are
consistent with the experimental observations as indicated by
the black dotted lines, which correspond to the q95 windows of
ELM suppression shown in Fig. 9. These results reveal that
the wider pedestal together with the enhanced plasma response
are responsible for the higher q95 window of ELM suppression
when increasing βN.

0.3, the favorable q95 is about 3.35 for robust full ELM
suppression as shown in Fig. 12(a, b). While for shot 174689
with Δup ~ 0.1, the favorable q95 is about 3.2 for ELM
suppression as shown in Fig. 12(a, c). In contrast to shot
174712, shot 174689 appears to be marginal for full ELM
suppression since ELMs appear at ~ 4.4 s.

FIG. 12. ELM suppression by n = 3 RMPs at different q95 when varying
the upper triangularity Δup. Shown are the time evolution of (a) q95,
(b, c) Dα signals and n = 3 RMP coil current, and (d) pedestal density
ne,ped for shots 174712 (blue) with Δup ~ 0.3 and 174689 (red) with
Δup ~ 0.1. Here, the plasma current is kept constant, but the change
in plasma shape impacts q95.
FIG. 11. TM1 simulated q95 windows of ELM suppression determined
by m/n = 10/3 resonant component for shots 138344, 138343 and
138345 with different βN. Shown is TM1 simulated boundary of 15%
reduction in pedestal pressure caused by 10/3 RMP vs q95 and Br.
The black dotted lines indicate the observed q95 windows of ELM
suppression shown in Fig. 9.

ELM suppression by RMPs is also observed to be sensitive
to the shape of plasma, which has been reported in the DIIID17 and ASDEX-U tokamaks.25 The pedestal width is
understood to be dependent on plasma shape.37,68 Both the
pedestal height and width increase with triangularity,
primarily due to an increase in the margin by which the edge
pressure gradient exceeds the ideal ballooning mode first
stability limit.68
The MHD model is used to understand the effect of plasma
shape on q95 window of ELM suppression based on DIII-D
observations.17 Figure 12 shows two shots with ELM
suppression by n = 3 RMP, shot 174712 (blue curves) with
upper triangularity Δup ~ 0.3 and shot 174689 (red curves) with
Δup ~ 0.1, respectively. The lower triangularity is the same Δlow
~ 0.7, and the detailed comparison of the plasma shape is
shown in Fig. 1(a). In the experiment, the change in plasma
shape impacts q95 though the plasma current is kept the same.
The pedestal density is kept similar (Fig. 12(d)) and the same
n =3 RMP coil current is applied. For shot 174712 with Δup ~

FIG. 13. Lower triangularity leads to narrower pedestal width, lower
magnetic response and lower q95 for ELM suppression, illustrated by
(a) the experimental profile of electron pressure Pe, and (b) TM1
simulated boundary of 15% reduction in pedestal pressure caused
by 10/3 RMP vs q95 and Br for Δup ~ 0.3 (blue) and Δup ~ 0.1 (red).
Here, GPEC calculated RMP strength of 10/3 component is shown in
stars in (b).

The measured electron pressure profile just prior to ELM
suppression (at 2.9 s) shows higher and wider pedestal for shot
174712 (Δup ~ 0.3) compared to shot 174689 (Δup ~ 0.1) as
shown in Fig. 13. It should be noted that the heating power for
shot 174689 (5.8 MW) is 0.5 MW higher than shot 174712
(5.3 MW), while the pedestal electron temperature of shot
174712 is about 20% higher than shot 174689. The higher
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pedestal height leads to stronger plasma response for shot
174712 as shown in Fig. 13(b) due to higher plasma beta at
the top of the pedestal. Using the experimental parameters, the
simulated boundary of 15% reduction in the pedestal pressure
for the q95 window determined by the 10/3 resonant
component is shown in Fig. 13(b). It shows a higher q95
window for Δup ~ 0.3 (blue) compared to Δup ~ 0.1 (red).
According to the calculated RMP strength, it indicates that the
applied RMP is enough to fully suppress ELMs in shot 174712
(Δup ~ 0.3). While it is marginal for shot 174689 (Δup ~ 0.1)
where a slight change in the plasma conditions may cause a
return to ELMing.
The experiments and simulation results in this section
show that the change in βN or triangularity essentially changes
the pedestal height and width. This, in turn, changes the q95
windows for ELM suppression satisfying the alignment of
pedestal-top magnetic islands. The change in the pedestal
height will affect the plasma response, which will affect the
width of q95 windows.

it is marginal at the 11/3 window. At lower density for shot
132741, by applying the same RMP coil current, the two ELM
suppression windows determined by 9/3 and 10/3 components
windows expand and begin to merge into one ELM
suppression window (3.18 < q95 < 3.6). Interestingly, the
sparse ELMing window in Fig. 3 determined by the 11/3
component now becomes fully suppressed (3.73 < q95 < 3.9)
in Fig. 14(b). When the density is further decreased to
1.5×1019 m-3 for shot 157303, one continuous ELM
suppression window for 3 < q95 < 3.75 is obtained due to the
three windows merging together to form a much wider q95
window as shown in Fig. 14(c).

E. Expanding the q95 windows for ELM suppression
Simulations for both the DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks
indicate narrow q95 windows of ELM suppression for n = 1, 2
and 3 RMPs, and this will probably be the case in ITER. The
specific narrow q95 windows for ELM suppression will limit
the operational plasma current, as a result, it will challenge the
operation flexibility of fusion devices when controlling ELMs.
So, the question is: how can we expand the ELM suppression
windows?
There are two ways to expand the q95 ELM suppression
windows according to the simulation results: first, applying
stronger RMP or decreasing the ELM suppression threshold.
The simulated q95 windows reveal that stronger RMP will
expand each q95 window and even make them merge together.
According to the scaling the pedestal-top penetration
threshold,40 lowering the plasma density or the rotation
frequency (by increasing toroidal rotation) will lower the ELM
suppression threshold. As a result, each q95 window will also
be expanded or even merged for the same RMP strength,
although too large RMP may cause core locked modes.15,20,21
Second, applying RMPs with higher toroidal mode number.
Our simulations show that the distance between neighboring
q95 windows is reversely proportional to the toroidal mode
number, which is Δq95 = 1/n. The q95 windows are expected to
be closer and easier to merge at high toroidal mode number.
In the following, the first method is validated by DIII-D
experiments, and prediction is presented for the second
method.
Interestingly, experiments in DIII-D tokamak occasionally
observed wider q95 windows of ELM suppression at lower
density when applying n = 3 RMPs. Figure 14 shows the
evolution of operational q95 windows scanning towards ELM
suppression at different pedestal density, ne,ped ~ 2.5×1019 m-3
for shot 132741 (blue) and ne,ped ~ 1.5×1019 m-3 for shot
157303 (red). We have shown in Figs. 3 and 5 that at higher
density (ne,ped ~ 3.5×1019 m-3), separate narrow 10/3 and 9/3
q95 windows can be accessed for full ELM suppression, while
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FIG. 14. Achieving wide operational q95 windows of ELM suppression
by lowering the density with constant RMPs coil current. Shown are
time evolution of (a) q95, (b,c) Dα signals and n = 3 I-coil current, (d)
pedestal pressure Pe,ped, and (e) pedestal density ne,ped for shots
132741 (blue) and 157303 (red). The windows of ELM suppression
are shaded in yellow.

Figure 15 shows the MHD simulations of shots 132741
and 157303. TM1 simulation for shot 132741 in Fig. 15(a)
reproduces the oscillation in pedestal pressure and shows a
consistent comparison with experiment and EPED prediction.
Due to the lower density and higher pedestal rotation, the
simulated pedestal pressure reduction in Fig. 15(b) reveals a
lower RMP threshold to access the separate q95 windows for
ELM suppression. For the experimental RMP strength (black
dotted line), all the separate q95 windows become wider
compared to shot 145380. Especially, the q95 windows
determined by 10/3 and 9/3 components merge with each
other, forming a wide continuous q95 window (3 < q95 < 3.59)
of ELM suppression, which explains the observations in Fig.
14. Besides, the results in Fig. 15(b) show similar features of
Fig. 5 except all the q95 windows are shifted slightly to lower
q95 due to a slightly narrower pedestal in shot 132741.

Figure 15(c) shows the merging of all three q95 windows
of ELM suppression, indicated by the sustained low pedestal
pressure versus q95 in experiment, TM1 simulation and EPED
prediction. The pedestal pressure no longer oscillates with q95
and stays well below the EPED prediction, due to the
simultaneous appearance of multiple magnetic islands near the
top of the pedestal, as shown in Fig. 16. Figure 15(d) shows
the TM1 predicted reduction in the pedestal pressure versus
q95 and RMP strength. The threshold of RMP strength to
access the 15% reduction in pedestal pressure (blue curve) is
substantially decreased due to the even lower density. The
experimental RMP strength shown by the horizontal dashed
line now intersects multiple overlapping ELM suppression
windows. These overlapping windows near the pedestal top
produce a continuous band of ELM suppression for 3 < q95 <
3.75 as seen in Fig. 14.

the pedestal as q95 decreases. This produces a continuous band
of ELM suppression, 3 < q95 < 3.75, limited only by the range
of the q95 scan. Figure 16(a) shows the Poincaré plot of the
magnetic flux surfaces from TM1 simulation for q95 = 3.225
(q1 marked in Fig. 15(d)) where the pedestal pressure
reduction is largest. Two distinct islands appear near the
pedestal top, one at q = 10/3 (most right island) and the other
at q = 9/3. The top of pedestal electron pressure from TM1 is
similar to experiment (red curve in Fig. 15(c)) and the TM1
electron pressure profile (white curve in Fig. 16(a)) is also
similar to experiment (not shown here). For q95 = 3.15, the
Poincaré plot in Fig. 16(b) shows the screening of the m/n =
10/3 island as it passes deeper into the gradient region of the
pedestal, leaving just the m/n = 9/3 island at the top of the
pedestal. It is important to highlight that even at the lowest
pedestal density, the TM1 simulations show no significant
magnetic stochasticity. Furthermore, resonant fields remain
strong screening from ψN = 0.96-0.98, consistent with the
preservation of the edge transport barrier.

FIG. 16. Poincaré plot of the magnetic flux surfaces overlaid with the
TM1 predicted pressure profile (white) and original pressure profile
(blue) for (a) q95 = 3.225 and (b) q95 = 3.15 indicated in Fig. 16(d). (Fig.
16(a) reproduced with permission from Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 045001
(2020).42 Copyright 2020 American Physical Society)

A consequence of multiple islands near the pedestal top is
that the pedestal pressure and width never recover between the
ELM suppression windows, leading to a continuous q95
window of ELM suppression. Another consequence of
multiple islands is that the pedestal pressure can fall well
below the EPED model prediction, i.e. up to 50% reduction in
pedestal pressure, which is not acceptable for high fusion
power operation in ITER and future reactors. We are thus
faced with the challenge of how to achieve wide windows of
ELM suppression while optimizing the confinement. We see
from Fig. 16 that expanded ELM suppression windows
emerge when magnetic islands simultaneously form on
adjacent rational surfaces near the top of the pedestal. When
the rational surfaces are farther apart then the density
(penetration) threshold must be lower for both islands to
appear. This is because one of the islands must avoid getting
screened in the steep gradient region of the pedestal. However,
if the rational surfaces were to be closer to each other then the

FIG. 15. TM1 simulated q95 windows of ELM suppression by n = 3
RMP for shots 132741 and157303: (a,c) comparison of pedestal
pressure from experimental measurement (blue), EPED prediction
(black) and TM1 simulation (red), and (b,d) the contour plot of
simulated relative reduction of pedestal pressure versus RMP
strength Br and q95. (Fig. 15(a,c) reproduced with permission from
Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 045001 (2020).42 Copyright 2020 American
Physical Society)

These ELM suppression windows now overlap at low
density because the magnetic island at q = 10/3 is not fully
screened before the adjacent island at q = 9/3 enters the top of
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density (penetration) threshold can be higher. The distance
between the surfaces will decrease as we go to higher toroidal
mode number.
In Ref. 42, we test this hypothesis using the plasma
parameters of shot 145380 (high density discharge) and
applying an n = 4 RMP in the simulations. Multiple ELM
suppression windows are predicted for each resonance from
m/n = 16/4 to 12/4. For the same RMP amplitude as shot
145380, we predict potentially continuous windows of ELM
suppression (merger of the 12/4, 13/4 and 14/4 ELM
suppression windows), but now at high plasma density and
causes just about 20% pressure reduction from the initial
pedestal pressure. This is in contrast to n = 3 RMPs where
there are no overlapping ELM suppression windows even for
much larger RMP amplitudes (Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, the TM1
simulations predict that the closer proximity of adjacent
rational surfaces at higher-n RMP allows multiple islands to
appear at the pedestal top near the RMP threshold for field
penetration, producing wide q95 windows of ELM suppression
with weak pedestal pressure reduction. It should be noted,
however, that higher-n RMPs impose higher current
requirements for the same Br as the plasma-coil distance
increases.
These n = 4 calculations indicate that operationally
favorable wide q95 ELM suppression windows may be
achieved in DIII-D by operating at higher toroidal mode
number. The newly planned M-coils69 (12 coils) for DIII-D
are designed to operate any of n = 1 to 6, which will enable
exploring of this regime. By extension we also anticipate that
operating ITER with dominant n = 4 RMPs could allow access
to wider windows of ELM suppression relative to n = 3
operation. The currently planned ITER ELM control coils2 can
in principle operate with dominant n = 4 RMP but with some
additional harmonics. In addition, equivalent to high-n RMP,
RMPs with mixed toroidal mode number will also generate
more components to resonate at the top of the pedestal to
expand the q95 window. For example, n = 2 + n = 3, n = 3 + n
= 4 and n = 4 + n = 5 etc are all available for the ITER ELM
control coils, and the mixed n = 2 + n = 3 RMPs have been
confirmed to reduce the ELM suppression threshold in DIIID.70

include the non-resonant plasma kink response, which is
thought to, on the one hand, contribute 3D neoclassical effects
on the particle transport.48,71–73 Recent global gyrokinetic
simulations with the XGC code do not show significant
contribution of the kink response to neoclassical cross field
transport for the low-collisionality plasmas.61,62 On the other
hand, the non-resonant 3D fields will strongly affect the
plasma rotation through the neoclassical toroidal viscosity
(NTV),74–76 and the electron NTV was found to accelerate
rotation and delay penetration threshold in KSTAR L-mode
plasmas.77 These effects will affect the penetration threshold
and hence the ELM suppression threshold too. In addition, the
experimental inputs to TM1 are taken after the initial pumpout and non-resonant braking, so they already implicitly take
these into account. It is only the additional neoclassical
transport from the island itself that the model neglects. Here,
we do not claim that these effects are irrelevant for ELM
suppression, but from the DIII-D low collisionality discharges
we discussed in this paper, we do not see obvious changes in
the toroidal rotation in the pedestal region except ELM
suppression happened.
Our analysis reveals the importance of the close alignment
of key resonant q-surfaces and the location of the top of the
pedestal in determining the q95 windows. This alignment is
relevant for the location of the top of the pedestal and the
profile of safety factor q, which determines the correct
resonant q-surfaces. ELM suppression depends on whether the
applied RMP strength is higher than the suppression threshold.
Therefore, the q95 windows of ELM suppression can be more
accurately predicted compared to the ELM suppression
threshold.
One may expect from our simulations that applying strong
enough RMPs will always merge all the q95 windows to
suppress ELMs no matter what q95 is. However, there are other
limitations in the realistic experiments: first, strong enough
RMP resonance at the steep gradient region of the pedestal
will trigger a magnetic island. It has been reported that
pedestal collapse occurs in DIII-D when the screening flow is
inadequate to prevent field penetration by strong RMPs in the
steep gradient region of the pedestal, and a subsequent H-L
transition happens.78 Second, strong enough RMP causes core
locked modes and major disruptions.79,80 Rotation
deceleration caused by RMPs in the plasma core diminishes
the stability of the core MHD and makes the plasma more
susceptible to mode locking. The applied RMP can also
directly drive and lock core tearing modes after ELM
suppression, which is more likely to happen when applying
RMP with low toroidal mode number as has been frequently
observed in KSTAR.15,20,21 These limitations will impose an
upper threshold for the applied RMP strength. To avoid the
above risks, it requires further optimization of the RMP
spectrum to maximize those components responsible for ELM
suppression but minimize other components responsible for
pedestal collapse or core locked modes.81
In summary, a nonlinear MHD model predicts the ELM
suppression conditions with good agreement in the DIII-D and
KSTAR tokamaks for RMP with n = 1, 2 and 3. The key

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The access conditions of q95 windows for ELM
suppression by n = 1, 2 and 3 RMPs in both the DIII-D and
KSTAR tokamaks are investigated in this paper using
nonlinear two-fluid MHD equations with a cylindrical circular
tokamak geometry. Due to the utilization of the full toroidal
GPEC code, the difference between the cylindrical geometry
utilized in the TM1 model and the toroidal strongly shaped
geometry in the DIII-D and KSTAR experiments cause only a
second-order effect in the pedestal region with strong flow
shear. However, this second order effect may still lead to
underestimate of the saturated width of the magnetic island,
which can only be addressed by fully toroidal nonlinear
simulations. We should note that the TM1 model does not
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physics that unites both experimental observations and our
simulations is the close alignment of key resonant q-surfaces
with the location of the top of the pedestal prior to an ELM.
This alignment permits an applied RMP to produce field
penetration that results in a significant drop in the pedestal
width and pressure. The change in plasma beta or plasma
shape also changes the pedestal width and height, and in turn
affects both the ideal plasma kink-peeling response and q95
windows of ELM suppression. The simulation results suggest
that raising the RMP strength or lowering the ELM by
increasing the toroidal co-Ip rotation or decreasing density will
expand the q95 windows, which is observed in DIII-D when
applying n = 3 RMP. Finally, we predict wide q95 windows of
ELM suppression for RMP with n = 4, which can be tested in
future by DIII-D the M-coils and is accessible for ITER.
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